Let your child be part of an exciting and
successful chess academy. Chess Wizards
is offering specially designed classes that
cater to all levels of chess ability. Each
child is challenged by fun games and
lessons from real Wizard teachers.

Chess Wizards is one of the largest chess
academies in the nation, with hundreds of
progams at schools and park districts. We
run a number of tourna-ments, school
matches, and winter/summer camps to
challenge our students. We have been
featured in the Chicago Tribune, the
Chicago Sun-Times, Chess Magazine, and
more.

It is proven that chess enhances
cognitive development in children,
improves both verbal and mathematical
skills, and increases all levels of academic
performance! Playing chess stimulates
the mind and helps children strengthen
skills such as focusing, visualizing goals,
abstract thinking, and forming concrete
opinions.

Our academy is so successful because our
approach is so unique. Classes and lessons
are based around our original, fun, and
high-energy Chess Wizards curriculum.
Regardless of a childs ability Chess Wizards
makes chess fun for all!
Our instructors (who are called "Wizards")
provide all the materials necessary for your
child to participate in the class and no
additional purchase is required to attend.
We also offer a special Chess Wizards
tournament chess set (including a Chess
Wizards board, pieces, and piece bag) for
home use which will be delivered to your
child by the second week of class. See
purchase options below.
Chess Wizards has an exclusive partnership
with ChessKid.com, a safe and secure
online chess server designed just for kids.
Through our program, a Premium Gold 1Year Membership is available for $25, half
off the regular price. Students can play
other kids across the country, do chess
puzzles, participate in on-line tournaments,
and much more! All accessible content is
parent controlled. Please include your email
address, and we will send you all the
information to get you started!

Let your child be part of the fun today!
04/12, 04/19, 04/26, 05/03, 05/10, 05/17, 05/24, 05/31,
06/07, 06/14
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Americas Child Montessori School
$140.00
04/11/16

Questions? Call 1-866-94-94-FUN (4386)

